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Party alert! Lilly Palmer is now live in London, behind the decks for multiple evenings in a row. This tour 
promises insanely spectacular evenings with some of her biggest hits, so gear up for some powerful, 
impulsive tech sounds with electrifying basslines.  

LILLY PALMER LONDON is GameArt’s tribute to this electronic dance music artist. With 25 paylines, this 5x3 
cascading win slot has some cool features including a JUKEBOX music selection feature with which you can 
switch between four of Lilly’s tracks: Vertigo, Amnesie, Master, and Excess. 

CASCADE wins increase the multiplier level for the following cascade, with your base game multiplier serving 
as the starting multiplier for every spin during Free Spins. Lilly Palmer herself is a WILD, substituting for all 
symbols except Scatters, but you will really want to see her land on reel 5, as a STACKED WALKING WILD.  

Stacked Walking Wilds are not destroyed after wins, will trigger a RESPIN, lock the reels, and start walking 
left increasing the multiplier with every step until she reaches reel 1. If two-thirds are in view, there is a 
chance it will nudge into full view. Be sure to collect 5 DJ turntable SCATTERS in the base game to trigger 15 
FREE SPINS and win 5X your bet. During Free Spins, collecting 5 Scatters triggers an additional 5 Free Spins, 
and Stacked Walking Wilds can appear on any reel and move randomly left and right during each spin. 

You will also have three Buy Bonus options with variable Free Spins Starting Multipliers to choose from. 

Lilly Palmer London is brimming with energetic vibes. So, get your tickets now before they sell out and 
prepare to welcome this fantastic artist on stage. 
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Game features

MULTIPLIERS 
Getting a Cascade win increases the multiplier level for 
the following Cascade. Each consecutive Cascade win 
increases the multiplier level. Keep your base game 
multiplier as the starting multiplier for every spin in Free 
Spins. Multiplier levels in ascending order are n1x, 2x, 3x, 
4x, 5x, 7x, 10x, 15x, 20x and 50x. 

STACKED WALKING WILD RESPINS 
Stacked Walking Wilds in the base game land on reel 5 
and are not destroyed when participating in wins. When 
a Stacked Walking Wild lands in full view during the base 
game, a Respin is triggered and the reels are locked. 
During the base game, if a Stacked Walking Wild is two-
thirds in view, there is a chance it will nudge into full 
view. The Stacked Walking Wild then moves left across 
the reels 1 by 1, triggering any wins and increasing the 
multiplier level until it reaches reel 1. During Free Spins, 
the Stacked Walking Wild can move randomly left and 
right during each spin. 

WILDS 
Wilds are destroyed when part of a win, and do not land 
on reel 5 in the base game. 

FREE SPINS 
Collecting 5 Scatters in the base game triggers 15 Free 
Spins and award 5x the bet. Collecting 5 Scatters in Free 
Spins awards an additional 5 Free Spins. The base game 
multiplier is the starting multiplier for every spin in Free 
Spins. 
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INFORMATION
Game ID EU (Stage and Production)
Game Resolution
Hit Frequency (25 Lines)
Channels 
Std. deviation
Volatility

WIN
Average win
Maximum win/bet base 
Maximum win/bet

RTP
Total RTP

308
16:9
21.89%
Mobile and desktop
11.91
Very High

4.39
250
8,981.8

96.08%
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